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COMPUTER	
  SCIENCE	
  &	
  TECHNOLOGY	
  PATHWAY	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  

Exploring
Computer
Science

(ECS) is a yearlong, introductory high school course designed to
engage students in computational thinking and practice. A major
aim of ECS is attracting students who might not think of
themselves as “typical” candidates for computer science.

None

9

Computer
Science
Principles

AP Computer Science Principles introduces students to the
foundational concepts of computer science and challenges them
to explore how computing and technology can impact the world.
With a unique focus on creative problem solving and real-world
applications, this class prepares students for college and career.
Introduction to the fundamental principles, theory, and concepts
of web site design: History, languages, browser platforms,
hypertext, graphics and compression, design and typography
principles, copyright, usability, accessibility, and SEO.

None

10

None

11 or
12

Illustration is a narrative visual art course offering students the
ability to visually communicate through narrative and literary
projects. Illustrators are natural hybrids in the realm of the Fine
Arts and the Commercial Arts. All of their creative products
complement the entertainment and literary world, and at the
same time, could be strongly represented on gallery walls.
Some of the Units covered are Comic Books & Graphic Novels,
Magazine Editorial Art, Book Covers, Advertisement Posters,
Scientific & Medical Illustrations, Criminal Justice portraiture,
and an introduction to animation. Through the projects in these
units, they develop strong professional portfolios along with
digital samples. Opportunities for professional guest speakers,
advisors, and field trips relevant to this industry are included.
Film study and filmmaking as a creative art prepares students
for entry-level positions in video production field. Students
explore the visual language of film from a two-pronged
approach: studying history of film as an expressive medium and
learning the process of digital movie making. Students engage
in the production of their own digital movie portfolios. Eligible for
articulation with Peralta College's Multimedia Program and
meets the UC Visual and Performing Arts requirement.

None

11

None

11 or
12

Intro to Web
Design

Digital
Photography

Art of Digital
Filmmaking

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

G

Pathway

G

Pathway

Pending

Pathway

F

Pathway

F

Pathway
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Illustration

Multimedia 1

Advanced
Filmmaking

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
Digital Photography provides students an introduction to basic
concepts of acquiring digital imagery through the use of Point
and Shoot and DSLR cameras as well as manipulating images
through the use of Adobe Photoshop software. Students gain
hands-on experience with Photoshop, learning how to make
selections, crop images, use paint, editing tools, filters, layer
styles, adjustments, and effects. Students develop artwork
through problem solving and craft. They critique their artwork
based on the elements of art and principles of design. At the end
of the course, students acquire digital and printed work, creating
a diverse and strong portfolio ready for professional
applications. Professional guest speakers, advisors, and field
trips relevant to this industry are included.
Students acquire knowledge and skills in graphic development
and manipulation, basic video and desktop multimedia
production, project planning, beginning web design, animation,
interactive authority and critical analysis of student and
professional multimedia work. Students learn to create
multimedia stories, messages and imagery using (and
combining) film, text, visual effects, graphics, animation, special
effects, and sound.
Continuing theory and practice of digital video editing:
Intermediate film aesthetics and time-based media design; basic
compositing and rotoscoping; luma and color correction;
advanced project and media management; industry standards,
copyright law, and ethics.
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None

Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
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F
Pathway

None

10

F

Pathway

Art of Digital
Filmmaking

12

Pending

Pathway
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EDUCATION	
  &	
  COMMUNITY	
  HEALTH	
  PATHWAY	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Introduction to
Education

	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

This course gives students the skills to be a top prospect for
college and the workforce. Students will explore major issues
that shape public education in America. What does it mean to be
"well educated?” How do I learn differently from the person next
to me? What is the history of Skyline High? Besides teaching,
what are some other jobs related to education/social justice?
How do you teach a class? What are some of the current social
justice issues in education and education reform? What do I
need to do now to go to the college of my choice and secure the
job of my choice?
Students will leave this course being able to:
-Have their own theory about the purpose of education
-Know about the history of public education in America, and the
social justice issues that come with it
-Lead an entire lesson for elementary school students
-Describe the many non-teacher jobs in education
-Write a clear essay with an argumentative thesis and
counterarguments
-Describe the conflicts and controversies in education and
articulate my ideas and opinions about them
Unique things about this course:
-College Readiness and College Visits: students will prepare a
resume, cover letter, references, and personal statement
-Renowned Guest Speakers (students will keep a notebook
about them)
-Junior Achievement Day: students will lead a lesson for local
elementary students
-School Reform Project: students create a policy brief on a topic
of reform that they would like to see at Skyline High. Students
will present this brief to the Faculty Council
-Peer Buddies: students will partner up once a month helping to
tutor and organize social events for peer
buddies from the SPED program
-Internship Search and College Visits: students will have the
opportunity to visit successful companies and prestigious
universities
-Ed Academy Social Events: ski trip, barbecues, etc.

Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  
None

10

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  
G

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  
Pathway
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Introduction to
Community
Health

Physiology

Educational
Psychology

	
  

	
  

	
  
Community Health Workers (CHWs) are front line public health
workers who are trusted members of and/or have an unusually
close understanding of the community they serve. CHSs also
build individual and community capacity by increasing health
knowledge and self-sufficiency through a range of activities such
as outreach, community education, informal counseling, social
support, and advocacy. Throughout this course students will
develop an understanding of the community’s social networks as
well as its strengths and special health needs. Students will
develop the skills necessary to build a trusting relationship and
to serve as a liaison/link/intermediary between health, social
services, and the community. Students will learn how to facilitate
access to services and improve the quality and cultural
competence of service delivery.
In this course, we build a foundation of essential knowledge in
human physiology and anatomy. The framework of the course is
built around the patterns and themes that appear again and
again in the study of human physiology with an emphasis in
health and disease. We will explore how aging affects body
systems and how body systems affect each other. To this end,
we will explore two essential questions:
1. How do many specialized tissues of the human body, each
with their own unique function, all work together to create one
smoothly operating organism?
2. How do I maintain a healthy body as I develop, change, and
age?
This course is designed to promote understanding of the
principles of psychology that affect human behavior with an
emphasis on the learner and the learning process, particularly of
adolescents. We will also explore classic areas of psychology
such as developmental psychology (how we develop and
change from infancy through old age) and abnormal psychology.
Students in this class attend at least one college visit, at least
one career exploration visit, and are invited to apply for a paid
internship during the summer before their senior year in the field
of Education, Community Health, and Public Service.
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Pending
Pathway

None

10

Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

Successfully
completed
Biology and
Chemistry

11

Students take
this concurrently
with Ed Pysch.
This class will
typically count
as their third
science class.

D

Pathway

None

11

Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

G

Pathway

	
  
Peer Education

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
This course provides you with the skills and background to serve
as peer educators around a wide range of issues including:
educational (in)equalities, ethnic studies, restorative justice, the
school to prison pipeline, equitable access to higher education,
and current controversies in education like charter schools,
student cellular phone use, and tracking. Skills to be developed
include oral presentation and discussion, critical analysis, data
analysis, argumentative and research writing, workshop
organization & presentation, electronic and group collaboration,
and intercultural communication. The final Graduate Capstone
project is a research-inquiry based project that requires students
to develop a research question on a controversial issue or
inequity in society, analyze evidence, conduct field research,
synthesize findings into a research paper, and finally present
and defend their research before a panel.

None

12

Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
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ENGLISH	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

English I

English II

English II
(Honors)
English III

English III
(Honors)

	
  

	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

In English I students will read a variety of texts including a solid
representation of classic, contemporary and culturally
responsive literature, magazines, newspapers, and expository
articles with a focus on analyzing the central themes of these
texts in relation to issues of cultural diversity, and emphasis on
social and personal meaning, and an analysis of the way in
which a work of literature is related to the themes and issues of
its historical context. Students will apply and further develop
their command of the writing process and conventions to
produce texts focusing on the following genres: narrative,
expository research, technical, response to literature, poetry,
business documents and persuasive.
In addition to 8 full-length texts, students will read related
expository selections, short stories, and poetry selections.
Students will write at least one paper using the writing process
per marking period that is 800-1500 words in length; one
assignment must include research techniques. Students will also
write at least three on- demand essays in class per year with an
emphasis
English II honors will prepare students for the rigor of AP English
Language Composition curriculum (*see description of AP
Language and Composition).
In order for our students to become successful citizens, they
must be excellent communicators. This class will boost their
communication skills by focusing on the aspects of verbal and
written communication—particularly their use and analysis of
syntax, diction, imagery, and tone. Students read and respond to
historically or culturally significant works of literature that reflect
and enhance their studies of history and social science. They
conduct in- depth analyses of recurrent patterns and themes.
English III honors will prepare students for the rigor of AP
English Literature and Composition curriculum (*see description
of AP English Literature and Composition).
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Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  
None

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

9

B

General
Education

10

B

General
Education

10

Pending

General
Education

11

B

General
Education

11

Pending

General
Education

	
  
AP Language &
Composition

English IV

AP English
Literature &
Composition

	
  
The AP English Language and Composition course aligns to an
introductory college-level rhetoric and writing curriculum, which
requires students to develop evidence-based analytic and
argumentative essays that proceed through several stages or
drafts. Students evaluate, synthesize, and cite research to
support their arguments. Throughout the course, students
develop a personal style by making appropriate grammatical
choices. Additionally, students read and analyze the rhetorical
elements and their effects in non-fiction texts, including graphic
images as forms of text, from many disciplines and historical
periods.
English IV is designed to prepare students for the demands of
two or four-year college degree programs and/or for the
workplace. Fiction and nonfiction pieces are organized around
significant time periods and universal literary themes are
explored in depth. Composition is also addressed through
several forms of writing, including a research paper.
AP English Literature and Composition is a college level class.
Students are expected to keep pace with the daily and outside
reading, reading responses, class notes, writing exercises, timed
and formal, prepared essays. Students will be reading and
analyzing a wide variety of literary works and, outside the daily
assigned reading, a body of works of fiction both with an
emphasis on the study of literary elements (plot, character, point
of view, etc.) and how language works in prose, poetry and
criticism. Through daily close reading, frequent writing and
whole class and small group discussions, students will develop
their ability to work with and gain appreciation of how and why
writers use language as they do. Close readings will form the
basis of personal, analytical, and evaluative journals and essays
written by students using professional writing as source material
and stylistic inspiration. Additionally students will examine
drama, poetry, short story, criticism, in addition to novel. In our
textbook and supplementary readings, students will be exposed
to such authors as Diane Ackerman, Thomas P. Adler, Sherman
Alexie, Maya Angelou, Aristotle, John Barth, Samuel Beckett,
William Blake, Gwendolyn Brooks, Coleridge, Billy Collins, E. E.
Cummings, and dozens of similar stature including Faulkner,
Shakespeare, Elliot, and Tennessee Williams. The students will
read one novel and/or several plays per month (titles and
authors are cited below).

AP Contract
Required

Back	
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B
General
Education

11

12

AP Contract
Required

12

All students
must sign up
and take the
College Board
AP English
Literature and
Composition
Examination in
May.

B

General
Education

B

General
Education
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GREEN	
  ENERGY	
  PATHWAY	
  
Course	
  Description	
  

Course	
  Title	
  

Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  

Biology
Ecological
Connections
To Energy

In the Green Academy Biology course, we will explore the
diverse forms of life on earth and how life works. A special
emphasis is placed upon understanding energy as a part of
living systems throughout each unit.

Sustainability I

An introductory elective class focused on understanding
current energy use in human societies, the complex nature of
climate change and an introduction to the broad array of
possible future energy solutions for our current dilemma.

10

Environmental
Chemistry

Students learn about the fundamentals of Chemistry through
an environmental lens. By focusing on topics like the
atmosphere, ocean acidification and toxicity, chemical
concepts are applied to relevant and interesting scenarios.

10

Physics of
Energy Science

This course provides the principle of physics and building
science relevant to environmental control technologies and
energy efficiency in buildings with emphasis on laboratory
application and safe practices with tools and electrical devices.
Students learn basic physics while addressing relevant topics
in building science. These are, building structures, efficiency of
energy usage, air, and thermal flow in the building for
sustainable future. Students cover the following units: energy,
thermodynamics, heat transfer, specific heat, latent heat,
lighting, motors, photovoltaics, electricity, magnetism, pressure
flow, measurement, conversion, and refrigeration cycle. This
specially designed hands-on course culminates in the
designing and building of scaled models of energy efficient
classrooms.
This rigorous AP level science course combines and applies
the hard sciences of Physics, Chemistry and Biology while
exploring ecosystems, populations, resource use and
environmental conservation. Students are expected to take the
AP Exam in May.

11

AP
Environmental
Science
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None

9

12

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

D

Pathway

G

Pathway

D

Pathway

D

Pathway

D

Pathway

	
  
Sustainable
Systems /
Sustainability II

AP
Environmental
Science
Sustainable
Systems
Environmental
Chemistry

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course
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D
Pathway

This course combines and applies the hard sciences of
Physics, Chemistry and Biology while exploring ecosystems,
populations, resource use and environmental conservation.

12

This rigorous AP level science course combines and applies
the hard sciences of Physics, Chemistry and Biology while
exploring ecosystems, populations, resource use and
environmental conservation. Students are expected to take the
AP Exam in May.
This course combines and applies the hard sciences of
Physics, Chemistry and Biology while exploring ecosystems,
populations, resource use and environmental conservation.
Students learn about the fundamentals of Chemistry through
an Environmental lens. By focusing on topics like the
atmosphere, ocean acidification and toxicity chemical concepts
are applied to relevant and interesting scenarios. This is an
academically rigorous course where students are assessed by
regular unit tests and complete comprehensive lab reports.

12

D

Pathway

12

D

Pathway

10

D

Pathway
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DEBATE	
  |	
  JOURNALISM	
  |	
  LEADERSHIP	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Debate I

Advanced Debate (in
Aeries previously as
"Development of
American Justice")

	
  

	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

This course is designed to prepare students for
successful Rookie & Novice debating in the Bay Area
Urban Debate League and beyond. This course is
designed to introduce students to the basic skills
involved with academic argumentation; which is,
using logical reasoning and persuasion to
communicate an opinion on an important issue to an
audience. Debaters will begin the year by learning to
speak out confidently, communicate their thoughts
clearly, and argue about both pop culture and serious
topics using reason and evidence. As their confidence
develops and they hone their critical thinking skills all
students in this class will be introduced to the style of
academic debate practiced by Skyline's award
winning debate team.
This course is designed to prepare students for
successful JV and Varsity debating in the Bay Area
Urban Debate League and beyond. To that end,
students will prepare for and engage in debates with
peers in class and at inter- mural tournaments.
Students will use class time to research and prepare
evidence, analyze issues in contemporary academic
debate, create strategies for upcoming tournaments,
and work in a leadership capacity to oversee the daily
functioning of the Skyline debate team. They will use
arguments common to the 2015-2016 national policy
debate topic. To maintain eligibility for this class
students will be expected to attend a minimum of
three Skyline debate team extracurricular activities a
semester.
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Prerequisite	
  

Debate I

Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

10-12
(freshmen
by
request
only)

G

Elective

10-12

G

Elective

	
  
Journalism/Newspaper
Publication

Leadership

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
Strong writers with an English teacher
recommendation will be selected to write on Skyline's
prestigious student-run newspaper publication. They
will be an instrumental piece of student voice by
bringing creative, bold, honest, informative, and
visually pleasing writing to campus for approximately
2,000 students to read and enjoy each Marking
Period. Plus, they will have a lot of fun, laughs, field
trips, guest speakers, internship opportunities, and
resume-boosters along the way. Being an entirely
student-run paper, the students have the
responsibility and independence over this newsroom.
Making this paper a success takes drive, leadership,
assertiveness, ability to meet deadlines, conduct
interviews, and creativity. The school is counting on
you to deliver. Students will alternate between writing
ledes, opinion pieces, breaking news, features, and
profiles.
ASB Leadership course is a great opportunity for
students to make a difference here at Skyline High
School. Students select the course for a variety of
reasons, but one reason that all have in common is
the love that they have for Skyline and a passion to
make it better through student involvement. School
spirit and culture are invaluable components of the
course and its impact on our Skyline community and it
is the ASB Leadership student's task to increase that
spirit and culture through their ability to be leaders at
school. Fundraising and task planning are also very
important in this class, but our main focus each year
will be to spread the love that we have for Skyline
throughout the student body, in hopes of building a
stronger Skyline community.

Strong writer;
English
teacher
approved.

9-12

May be a
visual/broadcasting
element added to
the Journalism
course next year.

Students
must
maintain a
2.5 GPA to
apply for the
elective
course.

9-12

Students also must
complete an
application for the
course, and
include 2 letters of
recommendation.
Finally students
must have a sit
down interview
with upper class
leadership
students and Mr.
Anderson.
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None

Elective
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INTERNATIONAL	
  BACCALAUREATE	
  PROGRAM	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

IB - Language
and Literature

IB - Individual
and Societies

IB - Science

IB Mathematics

IB - Language
Acquisition

Course	
  Description	
  

The language and literature courses develop skills in six areas:
listening, speaking, reading, writing, viewing and presenting.
Inquiry is at the heart of language learning. This class aims to
support students' understanding of language and literature by
providing them with opportunities to independently and
collaboratively investigate, take action and reflect on their
learning.
Individuals and Societies incorporate disciplines traditionally
studied in the humanities, as well as disciplines in the social
sciences. In this subject group, students collect, describe and
analyze data used in studies of societies, test hypotheses, and
learn how to interpret complex information, including original
source material. This focus on real-world examples, research
and analysis is an essential aspect of the subject group.
The sciences framework encourages students to investigate
issues through research, observation and experimentation,
working independently and collaboratively. As they investigate
real examples of science application, students will discover the
tensions and dependencies between science and morality,
ethics, culture, economics, politics, and the environment.
This course promotes both inquiry and application, helping
students to develop problem-solving techniques that transcend
the discipline and that are useful in the world beyond school.
The mathematics framework compasses number, algebra,
geometry and trigonometry, statistics and probability. Students
learn how to represent information, to explore and model
situations, and to find solutions to familiar and unfamiliar
problems. These are skills that are useful in a wide range of
arenas, including social sciences and the arts.
The study of additional languages provides students with the
opportunity to develop insights into the features, processes
and craft of language and the concept of culture, and to realize
that there are diverse ways of living, viewing and behaving in
the world. MYP language acquisition is a compulsory
component of the MYP in every year of the program.
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Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

Must be in IB
program

9-10

B

International
Baccalaureate
(IB) – Middle
Years
Program
(MYP)

Must be in IB
program

9-10

Pending

International
Baccalaureate
(IB) – Middle
Years
Program
(MYP)

Must be in IB
program

9-10

D

Must be in IB
program

9-10

C

International
Baccalaureate
(IB) – Middle
Years
Program
(MYP)
International
Baccalaureate
(IB) – Middle
Years
Program
(MYP)

Must be in IB
program

9-10

E

International
Baccalaureate
(IB) – Middle
Years
Program
(MYP)
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MATH	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Prerequisite	
  

Grade	
   Additional	
  
Level	
   Course	
  
Information	
  

Algebra 1

Students will be able to apply the properties of rational
and real numbers, Work with variables in equations and
inequalities, use representations of functions, use data
analysis to draw inferences. The overarching Standards
for Mathematical Practice will be by making sense of
complex problems and preserve in solving them,
reasoning abstractly and quantitatively, and construct
viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others
Students will be able to use drawings, manipulatives,
dynamic geometry software, and transformations
concepts to define and characterize common 2D and
3D shapes, explore their properties and justify them
using reasoning from the definition in transformational
geometry and the coordinate contexts. Calculate
measures in specific geometric situations and use
modeling to solve real-world problems
Stepping it up. In this class students engage in material
that takes math to a whole new level. Students get
inquiry based lesson on concepts touched on in Algebra
1, Geometry and Statistics in a deeper way. The units
we cover are; Statistics in the Real World, Exponential
Functions, Transforming Functions, Trigonometric
Functions, Inverse Functions, Statistics and Probability,
Polynomial and Rational Functions and Modeling the
World. This class requires students to have a solid
fundamental knowledge of basic Algebra 1 and
Geometry skills because we build upon those skills in a
deeper way.
An introduction to the study of probability, probability
distributions, data analysis and interpretation, and
fundamental statistical problem solving. Mastery of this
academic content will provide students with a strong
foundation in probability and facility in processing
statistical information. This course is a prerequisite to
advanced placement probability and statistics.

None

9-12

C

General
Education

Algebra 1

9-12

C

General
Education

Algebra 1 and Geometry

9-12

C

General
Education

Algebra 1, Algebra 2,
Geometry

11 or
12

C

General
Education

Geometry

Advanced
Algebra

Probability &
Statistics

	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
   Type	
  of	
  
Requirement	
   Class	
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AP Statistics

Math Analysis

Math Analysis
HP

	
  

	
  

The purpose of this course is to expand the students'
understanding of the scientific method and the role of
statistics in making inference from data. Topics covered
will include data exploration, sampling and experimental
designs, probability theory, simulation and statistical
inference. Applications drawn from business, social
sciences, and natural sciences are incorporated
throughout the course. This course follows the
guidelines provided by the College Board.
The students will be able to balance the algebraic,
numerical, graphical, and verbal methods of
representing problems. They will either obtain solutions
algebraically or numerically or graphically when the
most is appropriate calls for. We urge students to solve
problems by one method and then support or confirm
their solutions by using other method. This approach
reinforces the idea that to understand a problem fully,
students need to understand it algebraically and well
graphically and numerically. This class requires
students to have a solid fundamental knowledge of
basic Algebra 1, Algebra 2 and Geometry skills because
we build upon those skills in a deeper way.
It involves a more rigorous approach than regular Math
Analysis. Students will be able to balance the algebraic,
numerical, graphical, and verbal methods of
representing problems. They will either obtain solutions
algebraically or numerically or graphically when the
most is appropriate calls for. We urge students to solve
problems by one method and then support or confirm
their solutions by using other method. This approach
reinforces the idea that to understand a problem fully,
students need to understand it algebraically and well
graphically and numerically. This class requires
students to have a solid fundamental knowledge of
basic Algebra 1, Algebra 2 and Geometry skills because
we build upon those skills in a deeper way. The
emphasis is to prepare students for calculus.
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Algebra 1, Algebra 2,
Geometry. For summer
Assignment please
contact Mr. Durkan @
shane.durkan@ousd.org

11 or
12

Summer
Assignment
Required

Back	
  to	
  Table	
  of	
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C
General
Education

Algebra 1, Algebra 2,
Geometry

10-12

C

General
Education

Algebra 1, Algebra 2,
Geometry

10-12

C

General
Education

	
  
Advanced
Algebra / Math
Analysis
Compression
Course

AP Calculus
AB

AP Calculus
BC

	
  
	
  

	
  

The two courses of Advanced Algebra and Math
Analysis taught concurrently over the course of one
year during one class period, 5 days a week. Teacher
and parent or guardian permission required.

This is a single variable calculus course taught by
following the guidelines from the College Board. It is
equivalent to a semester course in colleges. Some
colleges use student's score (5 or 4) on AP Calculus
Exam to place student or allow students to skip
equivalent math course.
This is a single variable calculus course taught by
following the guidelines from the College Board. It is
equivalent to another semester course in colleges.
Some colleges use student's score (5 or 4) on AP
Calculus Exam to place student or allow students to
skip equivalent math course.

	
  
Algebra 1, Geometry.
Students must complete
the application process,
which includes; a
transcript that shows A's
and B's in Algebra 1 and
Geometry, letter of
recommendation from
former Algebra 1 or
Geometry teacher, and
review and sign the
student contract. For
summer
assignment/application
contact Ms. Zhang @
xiaojie.zhang@ousd.org
or Mr. Durkan @
shane.durkan@ousd.org
Algebra 1, Algebra 2,
Geometry, Math
Analysis. For summer
assignment contact Ms.
Zhang @
xiaojie.zhang@ousd.org
Algebra 1, Algebra 2,
Geometry, Math
Analysis. For summer
assignment contact Ms.
Zhang @
xiaojie.zhang@ousd.org
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C
General
Education

10 or
11

Summer
Assignment
Required

11 or
12

Summer
Assignment
Required

C

General
Education

11 or
12

Summer
Assignment
Required

C

General
Education
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PERFORMING	
  ARTS	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Prerequisite	
  

Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

DANCE:	
  
Beginning
Dance

Intermediate
Dance

Advanced
Dance

This course is designed for students with no prior dance
experience. The class has a strong emphasis on ballet
vocabulary and the development of a sound fundamental base
of movement technique. Students will experience a variety of
choreographic assignments in a variety of dance genres, selfassessment techniques and critical viewing skills.
This course is designed for students with advanced-beginning
and intermediate technical abilities. The course has an
emphasis on technique, choreography, performance, dance
etiquette and the development of stage presence with one
mandatory public concert at the end of the year.
This class is designed for students of intermediate and
advanced technical abilities with a strong focus on performance.
The course has an emphasis on technique, choreography,
performance and the development of stage presence, with one
mandatory public concert at the end of each semester. Selected
students may also be required to perform in various community
venues.

None

9-12

Audition
required. 1
year Jazz or
Ballet
experience
recommended.
Audition
required. 1
year Jazz or
Ballet
experience
recommended.

No dance
experience
necessary.

F

Elective

9-12

F

Elective

9-12

F

Elective

9-12

F

Elective

DRAMA:	
  
Beginning
Drama

	
  

	
  

This beginning course is an introduction to Stanislavski's System
of acting. Emphasis is on creating and analyzing character to
create truthful performances. Students study basic principles of
acting including, scene study, character analysis, textual
interpretation, voice, movement, collaboration, improvisation,
stage combat, and critical analysis of performance. Students
work on blocking, beats, subtext, objectives, characterization
and develop a rehearsal process. Basic skills such as
concentration, articulation, projection, and memorization are
developed. End of semester jury assessments by faculty and
professionals.
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Intermediate
Drama

Advanced
Drama

Drama
Performance
Repertory
Company

	
  

	
  

	
  
This intermediate course is an extension of the elements of
scene study: acting techniques, character analysis, textual
interpretation of contemporary and classical monologues,
scenes, and plays including Shakespeare and scansion with an
emphasis on rhythm, delivery, language and word patterns.
Auditioning technique is taught. End of semester jury
assessments by faculty and professionals. Selected students
may be invited to perform in various community venues.
This advanced level course is designed to prepare the serious
theatre student for life in the theatre beyond the high school
arena. Through a rigorous series of research-based creative
projects, the Advanced Drama student is challenged to work as
an ethnographer, an actor, a director, a theater technician, and
a drama teacher. Students study advanced principles of acting
and character analysis including an exploration of objectives,
obstacles, choices and given circumstances, basic stage and
rehearsal terms. Students teach theater etiquette to their peers,
serve as a casting director during an audition process, and are
expected to lead improvisations, exercises, and class
discussions. End of semester jury assessments by faculty and
professionals. Students will also develop an Actor's Business
Plan and digitalized portfolio.
This practicum course is on devising research/project-based
ensemble and solo performances, developing a repertoire of
plays and scenes for our Fall and Spring main stage series, and
creating theatre for non-traditional audiences. Emphasis is on
the collaborative creative process, ethnography, documentation,
stage management, physical theatre and movement for nondancers, playwriting, the page-to stage-process, blocking,
directing, revising and refining creative work utilizing Liz
Lerman's Creative Response Process. Original work-inprogress will be presented through workshop performances and
will culminate in an Original Works Festival. Students will design
art-based civic engagement practices. Company members will
learn and implement booking agent protocols and implement
social media marketing plans for the performances.

Back	
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F
Elective

Audition
required. 1 year
Acting or
performance
experience
recommended.

10-12

Audition
required. 1 year
Acting or
performance
experience
recommended.

9-12

Pending

Elective

Audition
required in
Spring and/or
early summer.
1 year Acting or
performance
experience
recommended.

9-12

Pending

Elective
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INSTRUMENTAL	
  MUSIC:	
  
Beginning
Piano

Intermediate
Piano

Beginning
Band (Winds &
Percussion)

Beginning
Band (Strings
& Guitar)

Marching
(Intermediate)
Band

	
  

Beginning Piano (9-12) teaches students how to read music,
both identifying notes and playing accurate rhythms, develop
finger dexterity and play simple melodies. Music theory and
musical history are taught along with vocabulary and theory
quizzes and playing tests. Students develop ability to analyze
critique an eclectic array of music through daily listening
assignments. Each student performs in a recital at the end of
both semesters.
Intermediate/Advanced Piano (9-12) for students who have
successfully completed one year of formal piano instruction.
Students will continue deepening their knowledge of music
theory and musical history along with playing tests. Students
develop ability to analyze critique an eclectic array of music
through daily listening assignments. Each student performs in a
recital at the end of both semesters. Students will also develop
accompaniment skills.
Beginning Band (Winds & Percussion) (9-12) is a class for
students with limited or no prior experience playing an
instrument. Students will learn how to read music, rhythms, and
perform on instruments utilizing proper technique. Instruments
available to learn in this class will be Flute, Clarinet, Alto
Saxophone, Trumpet, Trombone, Baritone, Snare Drum, Bass
Drum, and Xylophone. This class is open to all students and
there is no audition.
Beginning Band (Strings & Guitar) (9-12) is a class for students
with limited or no prior experience playing an instrument.
Students will learn how to read music, rhythms, and perform on
instruments utilizing proper technique. Instruments available to
learn in this class will be Guitar, Violin, Viola, and Cello. This
class is open to all students and there is no audition.
Marching (Intermediate) Band is the only marching band class
in the City of Oakland. The Marching Band participates in
several performances throughout the year including community
events, marching band competitions, and music festivals. 1-2
years of experience on an instrument is recommended for this
ensemble. An audition for all students is required to ensure
proper placement in the ensemble.
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For students
who have
successfully
completed one
year of formal
piano
instruction.

1-2 years
experience on
an instrument is
recommended.
An audition for
all students is
required to
ensure proper
placement in
the ensemble.

9-12

F

Elective

9-12

F

Elective

9-12

F

Elective

9-12

F

Elective

10-12

Pending

Elective

	
  
Orchestra

	
  
Orchestra is a class for all students who play string, wind, and
percussion students. At least 1 year of experience on an
instrument is preferred for participation in this ensemble. This
ensemble will perform in several festivals throughout the year.
An audition for all students is required to ensure proper
placement within the ensemble.

Jazz Band

Skyline Jazz Bands are the flagship performance groups on the
Skyline Campus. We have two jazz bands on campus. 2-3
years of playing experience is required in order to participate in
this ensemble. This ensemble travels
to several festivals throughout the year and participates at the
Reno Jazz Festival every year. An audition is mandatory in
order to be eligible to participate in this ensemble.

At least 1 year
of experience
on an
instrument is
preferred. An
audition for all
students is
required to
ensure proper
placement
within the
ensemble.
2-3 years of
playing
experience is
required. An
audition is
required in
order to be
eligible to
participate in
this ensemble.

9-12

Back	
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F
Elective

10-12

F

Elective

9-12

F

Elective

10-12

F

Elective

VOCAL	
  MUSIC:	
  
Beginning
Choir

Advanced
Choir

	
  
	
  

	
  

Beginning Choir (9-12) teaches individual vocal development,
sight-reading, and singing in two and three parts. The
curriculum includes an introduction to music theory, listening
and critique assignments, vocabulary quizzes, and singing. The
choir sings an eclectic repertoire from classical standards to pop
hits.
Advanced Choir (experienced singers, by teacher evaluation
only) is the noted choral ensemble known as 'Voices of the
Sky." The course emphasizes individual vocal development and
singing in four or more parts as well as solo performance. The
curriculum is aligned to national standards and includes music
theory, listening and critique assignments, basic sight-reading,
vocabulary quizzes, and singing. Performance repertoire
includes sacred and secular selections, a cappella pieces, folk,
and popular styles.

Experienced
singers, must
have a teacher
evaluation
before enrolling
in class.
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PHYSICAL	
  EDUCATION	
  |	
  ROTC	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Prerequisite	
  	
  

Grade	
  
Level	
  

PE 9

Within each period a variety of activities and sports are offered
to all students regardless of their athletic ability. All 9th graders
will take The Physical Fitness test. Passing 5 out of the 6 parts
of the Physical Fitness test is required of students who wish to
opt out of the final two years of Physical Education in high
school. 9th grade students will be exposed to the effects of
physical activity upon their health, the mechanics of body
movement, aquatics, dance, individual/dual sports, team sports,
combatives, and gymnastics and tumbling. The students in this
course will learn Course 1 CA PE Standards
Within each period a variety of activities and sports are offered
to all students regardless of their athletic ability. Students who
do not pass the fitness test in the 9th grade will be given another
opportunity to pass. Passing 5 out of the 6 parts of the Physical
Fitness test is required of students who wish to opt out of their
final two years of Physical Education in high school. 10th-12th
grade students are exposed to health, mechanics of body
movement, aquatics, gymnastics, Individual and dual sports,
rhythms and dance, team sports and combatives. Students in
PE 10 will learn Course 2 CA PE Standards. Students in PE 1112 will learn Course 3B and 3C CA PE state standards.

All Freshmen
must be
enrolled in PE
9.

9

None

10-12

This course is offered to all students. However, this course is an
alternative credit not an alternative curriculum, primarily for
students who cannot fit a PE class in their school day. Students
will be assessed on participation and performance albeit in a
modified way that meets the students needs. The student will
learn the CA state PE standards according to their grade level.

Open to all
students

10-12

PE 10, 11, or 12

PE
Independent
Study
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Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

Students in 10,
11 and 12th
grade will use
this course to
complete their
final 10 credits.
Students in 11th
and 12th grade
may use this
course to fulfill
elective credits
provided their
first 20 credits
are complete.

A-‐G	
  College	
   Type	
  of	
  
Requirement	
   Class	
  
Fulfills OUSD
graduation
requirement
only

General
Education

Fulfills OUSD
graduation
requirement
only

General
Education

Fulfills OUSD
graduation
requirement
only

General
Education

	
  
Advanced
Sports

	
  
This course is reserved for varsity student-athletes only. This
course is only offered 7th period. Designed to allow the student
to practice their specific sport. The course will focus on meeting
the training requirements related to the sport the student
participates in. Therefore learning will be accelerated due to the
student having already passed PE 9 and currently a varsity
student-athlete. The course will learn CA state standards 4B
and 4C. (elective) Prerequisites: Pass PE 9 and PFT and a
Varsity Athlete

Strength
Training

This course is offered to all students who have already passed
PE 9 and the PFT test. Students in this course will learn the 10
fitness domains: cardiovascular endurance, strength, stamina,
speed, power, accuracy, balance, coordination, flexibility and
agility. Students in this course will also learn and demonstrate
the appropriate skills and standards necessary to either be a
strength and conditioning coach, an athlete or for lifelong
fitness. Students will learn CA state PE standards course 3F.

JROTC 1/2
(Basic to
Intermediate)

Basic and intermediate ROTC: Student Success is the goal and
main focus of the ROTC learning experience which: *
emphasizes the development of better citizens by building skills
in leadership, character development, life success, global
awareness, and fitness and wellness in a structured
environment; * introduces basic leadership concepts and skill
requirements for successful student leaders; *integrates
cognitive learning activities with experiential learning whereby
students practice the skills acquired in the classroom; *entails a
challenging regimen of academic and physical fitness
development as part of the President's Physical Fitness
Program; *conditions, trains and tests all students three times
annually, and awards varying levels of achievement recognition.

	
  

	
  

For varsity
athletes only.
This time is
used to practice
and prepare for
practice/games.
Student must
pass PE 9 and
the PFT.

10-12

Pass PE 9 and
the PFT.

10-12

9-12

This is designed
for the student
to receive their
final 10 credits
of PE. Also may
be used as
elective credit
provided 20
credits of PE are
complete.
May be used
either for last 10
credits of PE for
graduation
requirement or
elective credit
provided their
first 20 credits of
PE are
complete.
Intermediate
students (level 2
and 3) serve as
role models and
mentors for
beginners and
challenge them
to pursue their
own best effort
both
academically
and physically.
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Fulfills OUSD
General
graduation
Education
requirement
only

Fulfills OUSD
graduation
requirement
only

General
Education

Meets the CA
PE graduation
requirement

Elective
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JROTC 3/4
(Advanced)

JROTC
Leadership Lab

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
Advanced ROTC: teaches self-discipline, confidence and a
pride in a job well done by: * offering challenges and
opportunities to sharpen oral and written communication skills;
and * developing a solid foundation for post-secondary
education and career development. To facilitate the
achievement of program goals, the Advance Program relies on
a student-led chain of command (organizational structure) that
requires that all students be *active participants". Positions as
Commander and Primary Staff Officers afford student leaders
opportunities to plan, coordinate and execute a wide array of
experiential learning events for all students. Annually students
participate in area parades, exhibitions, adventure camps,
formal military balls (dinner dances), and service learning
activities that focus on basic first aid and CPR skills.
Leadership Lab (after school) is where ROTC students from all
levels come together and lead and participate on teams (color
guard, drill team with and without rifles, marching platoon, and a
highly challenging physical fitness team). The Lab period
provides students with numerous opportunities to utilize the
knowledge and skills acquired in the classroom in competitions
throughout the Bay Area. Additionally, these well-rounded Titans
participate in a adventure camp at Camp Parks in Dublin, CA.,
where they live and train with ROTC students from other Bay
Area., thus furthering their knowledge abilities to work
cooperatively and competitively with others, all the while gaining
an invaluable sense of self-confidence and personal
accomplishment.
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Successful
completion of
ROTC 1 and 2

11-12

Concurrent
participation in
either the
ROTC Basic or
Advanced
Class.

9-12

All ROTC
Advanced
students are
trained in basic
first aid and
CPR so that in
the event of an
emergency, they
are prepared to
assist with firstresponder
support.
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Meets the CA
Elective
PE graduation
requirement

After
school
program
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SCIENCE	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Biology 9

We will explore the diverse forms of life on earth and how life
works. We examine life at various scales, from microscopic
molecules to communities of diverse organisms. The units of
biology are organized by themes that cover genetics, evolution,
ecology, and physiology. In order to investigate life students
perform experiments, analyze data, conduct research, and
discuss current science news. The knowledge and skills
developed in Biology class prepares students to think and
advocate critically for their health, community, and environment
A special emphasis is placed upon understanding on energy is a
part of living systems throughout each unit.
A survey of biology including cell biology, ecology, genetics and
plant and human biology. Reserved for students who have not
yet taken or passed biology as sophomores or juniors or seniors.

9

This course will introduce the atom: the building block of all
matter in our universe. Students will learn about different types
of atoms, how they are organized on the periodic table, their
various characteristics, and how they may also bond together to
form compounds. As atoms and compounds often react to form
new compounds, students will also learn about these chemical
reactions, and how they can be written and analyzed. Certain
specific reactions will also be covered in more detail, such as
combustion and acid/base reactions.
This course provides a general introduction to the major topics
of physics: Motion and Forces, Conservation of Energy and
Momentum, Waves, Electric and Magnetic Phenomena, and
Thermodynamics. Students will engage with content through
activities and labs focusing more on understanding the concepts
rather than using mathematical skills. One-fifth of the course will
be devoted to lab activities and data analysis.

Biology (10th,
11th, 12th)

Chemistry

Conceptual
Physics

	
  

	
  

Prerequisite	
  	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
   Type	
  of	
  
Requirement	
   Class	
  
D

General
Education

D

General
Education

10

D

General
Education

11 or
12

D

General
Education

10-12

Reserved for
students who
have not yet
taken or passed
biology as
sophomores or
juniors or seniors.
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Physics

Physiology

AP Biology

	
  

	
  

	
  
This course provides a general introduction to the major topics
of physics: Motion and Forces, Conservation of Energy and
Momentum, Waves, Electric and Magnetic Phenomena, and
Thermodynamics. Students will combine theory and
mathematical methods to solve problems and make predictions.
One-fifth of the course will be devoted to lab activities and data
analysis.
This is a one-year course for students that have completed
biology and chemistry. In this course, we build a foundation of
essential knowledge in human physiology and anatomy. The
framework of the course is built around the patterns and themes
that appear again and again in the study of human physiology
with an emphasis in health and disease. We will explore how
aging affects body systems and how body systems affect each
other. To this end, we will explore two essential questions:
1.How do many specialized tissues of the human body, each
with their own unique function, all work together to create one
smoothly operating organism?
2. How do I maintain a healthy body as I develop, change, and
age?
The main goal of AP Biology is to help students develop a
conceptual framework for modern biology through the
comprehensive study of molecular and cellular biology, genetics,
evolution and the diversity of life, plant and animal form and
function, and ecology. Primary emphasis in an AP Biology
course is on developing an understanding of concepts rather
than on memorizing terms and technical details. Essential to this
conceptual understanding are the following: a grasp of science
as a process rather than as an accumulation of facts; personal
experience in scientific inquiry through laboratory
experimentation; recognition of unifying themes that integrate
the major topics of biology; and application of biological
knowledge and critical thinking to environmental and social
concerns. Students should successfully complete biology and
chemistry prior to taking this class.
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D
General
Education

11 or
12

11 or
12

AP Contract,
Successful
completion of
Biology with
a B or higher

11 or
12

Students enrolled
in this class are
encouraged to
take the College
Board Advanced
Placement (AP)
Exam. Exam
scores, and each
college/university,
will determine
eligibility for
college credit.

D

General
Education

D

General
Education

	
  
AP Physics C

AP Chemistry

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
AP Physics C courses build on the conceptual understanding
attained in a first course in physics, such as our regular physics
course above. These courses serve as the foundation in physics
for students who intend to major in the physical sciences or
engineering. The sequence is parallel to or preceded by
mathematics courses that include calculus. Methods of calculus
are used in formulating physical principles and in applying them
to physical problems. AP Physics C sequence is an intensive
and analytic one-year course with a laboratory component.
Strong emphasis is placed on solving a variety of challenging
problems, some requiring calculus, as well as continuing to
develop a deep understanding of physics concepts. AP Physics
C is intended to cover two major areas: mechanics, and
electricity and magnetism, with equal emphasis on both.
The AP Chemistry course focuses on a model of instruction that
promotes enduring, conceptual understandings and the content
that supports them. This approach enables students to spend
less time on factual recall and more time on inquiry-based
learning of essential concepts, helping them develop the
reasoning skills necessary to engage in the science practices
used in Chemistry. Big ideas that are covered include
understanding the structure of materials from the molecular to
the macro; understanding how changes in matter involve the
rearrangement and / or reorganization of atoms and / or the
transfer of electrons; understanding the factors the influence
rates of reaction and an introduction to the laws of
thermodynamics.

AP Contract

11 or
12

Students enrolled
in this class are
encouraged to
take the College
Board Advanced
Placement (AP)
Exam. Exam
scores, and each
college/university,
will determine
eligibility for
college credit.

AP Contract,
successful
completion of
Chemistry
with a B or
higher

11 or
12

Students enrolled
in this class are
encouraged to
take the College
Board Advanced
Placement (AP)
Exam. Exam
scores, and each
college/university,
will determine
eligibility for
college credit.
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Education
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SOCIAL	
  SCIENCE	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Prerequisite	
  	
  

Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
   Type	
  of	
  
Requirement	
   Class	
  

World History
BHP (Big
History)

Big History (APHG) is an advanced 9th grade course offering
open to grades 9 -12. Students who sign up for this course
will examine the systematic study of patterns and processes
that have shaped human understanding, use, and alteration
of Earth's surface. Students are required to take the College
Board AP Human Geography Exam in May.

9-12

There are pure
9th grade
sections, others
mixed 10-12

Pending

General
Education

World History

World History is a required 10th grade course designed to
give students a perspective of the major themes of modern
world history by studying major global events and processes
on all continents. Students may also take this course at the
advanced placement level; please see AP World History
course description. This course satisfies the world history
requirement.
AP World History is an advanced 10th grade course designed
to lead students through 10,000 years of World History in
Africa, Europe, Asia, and the Americas with special emphasis
on critical historical thinking skills developed through analysis
of primary and secondary source documents and the
production of a variety of written responses. Students are
required to take the College Board AP Exam in May in order
to receive the GPA boost that accompanies AP courses. This
course satisfies the World History requirement.

Enrollment based
on AP request/
application and a
combination of the
following factors:
grades of B- or
higher in 8th grade
ELA and history
and an SRI of
1000 and above.
None

10

A

General
Education

Enrollment based
on AP request/
application and a
combination of the
following factors:
grades of B- or
higher in previous
ELA/social science
coursework and
an SRI of 1000
and above.
None

10

A

General
Education

11

A

General
Education

World History
AP

US History

	
  
	
  

United States History is a required 11th grade course
designed to give students a perspective of the development
of the United States and major events and eras from early
settlement to the present. Students may also take this course
at the advanced placement level; please see AP United
States History course description. This course satisfies the
United States history requirement.
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US History AP

American
Government

Economics

AP
Government

Sociology

	
  
AP United States History is an advanced 11th grade course
designed to lead students through the post-Columbian history
of North America with a special emphasis on critical historical
thinking skills developed through analysis of primary and
secondary source documents and the production of a variety
of written responses. Students are required to take the
College Board AP Exam in May in order to receive the GPA
boost that accompanies AP courses. This course satisfies the
United States History requirement.
American Government is a required 12th grade course that
provides an analytical perspective of government and politics
in the United States through study of the Constitution, political
systems and institutions, public policy, voter interests and
behaviors, and the development of civil rights and liberties.
This is a semester course that is paired consecutively with a
semester of Economics. This course satisfies the American
government requirement.
Economics is a required 12th grade course designed for
students to engage in basic economic concepts revolving
around five areas of study to include fundamentals,
microeconomics, macroeconomics, international trade, and
personal finance. This is a semester course that is paired
consecutively with a semester of American government. This
course satisfies the Economics requirement.
AP United States Government & Politics is an advanced 12th
grade course designed to give students an analytical
perspective of government and politics in the United States
through study of the Constitution, political systems and
institutions, public policy, voter interests and behaviors, and
the development of civil rights and liberties. Students are
required to take the College Board AP Exam in May in order
to receive the GPA boost that accompanies AP courses. This
course satisfies the American Government requirement.
Sociology is an elective offered to any 9th grade students.
Sociology examines how individuals, groups, and institutions
interact to make up human societies. You will learn about
sociological perspectives, culture, social structures, and
social inequality. You will study people and the roles they
play in society, both as individuals and groups.
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Enrollment based
on AP application
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higher in previous
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VISUAL	
  AND	
  PERFORMING	
  ARTS	
  PATHWAY	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Prerequisite	
  	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
   Type	
  of	
  
Requirement	
   Class	
  

Introduction to
Performances
Careers

This course is designed for all Sophomores in the Skyline Visual
and Performing Arts (SVPA) that have chosen the Instrumental
Music strand. Instruction for this course focuses on the exposing
students to the skills and knowledge needed to become a
successful performer in the Arts. Students will participate in
projects, activities, and instruction that builds research and
presentations skills needed to embark upon a successful career
in music. Through discussions, guest speakers, and fieldwork,
students will gain crucial insights into the development of their
abilities and talents, and how these abilities and talents can be
used in the profession.
Curriculum pending approval.

10

Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

Pending

Pathway

Exploration of
Performance
Careers

The Explorations into Your Performance Career course is
designed for all Juniors in the Skyline Visual and Performing
Arts (SVPA) that have chosen the Instrumental Music strand.
Instruction for this course focuses on the development of
students’ skills and knowledge possessed in order to become a
successful performer in the Arts. Students will participate in
projects, activities, and instruction that build research and
presentations skills needed to embark upon a successful career
in music. Through discussions, guest speakers, and fieldwork,
students will gain crucial insights into the development of their
abilities and talents, and how these abilities and talents can be
used in the profession.

Acceptance
into the VPA
Pathway and
declaration of
Instrumental
Music Focus.
Co-Requisite:
Participation
in Concert
Band,
Marching
Band,
Orchestra,
Jazz Band, or
equivalent
class
approved by
Pathway.
Acceptance
into the VPA
Pathway and
declaration of
Instrumental
Music focus.
Co-Requisite:
Participation
in Concert
Band,
Marching
Band,
Orchestra,
Jazz Band, or
equivalent
class
approved by
Pathway.

11

Mandatory
Career
Technical
Education
Course

Pending

Pathway

Curriculum pending approval.
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Illustration

Graphic Design

AP Studio Art

Introduction to
Music
Technology

	
  

	
  

	
  
Illustration is a narrative visual art course offering students the
ability to visually communicate through narrative and literary
projects. Illustrators are natural hybrids in the realm of the Fine
Arts and the Commercial Arts. All of their creative products
complement the entertainment and literary world, and at the
same time, could be strongly represented on gallery walls. Some
of the Units covered are Comic Books & Graphic Novels,
Magazine Editorial Art, Book Covers, Advertisement Posters,
Scientific & Medical Illustrations, Criminal Justice portraiture,
and an introduction to animation. Through the projects in these
units, they develop strong professional portfolios along with
digital samples.
The Graphic Design curriculum combines art and technology.
Apple/iMac computers and professional computer graphics
software programs are used to create graphic design elements
for print and multimedia. Students learn to apply new and
traditional tools and techniques for drawing, painting,
photography and animation relevant to the development and
production of graphic images.
Advanced Art Studio curriculum – curriculum pending approval.
After students submit their work to the College Board in May, the
course will shift from a focus on the AP test, to presenting the
“Senior Capstone Project” as a culminating experience in the
Skyline Visual and Performing Arts Academy (SVPA). Students
will create a portfolio website of their work and participate in an
oral presentation that will be judged by SVPA teachers,
administrators, family members and creative professionals.
Music Technology is an introductory course that exposes
students to basic music concepts and applies them to real-world
applications of music technology using digital audio and music
notation software. Students will receive instruction on the
software Garage Band, ProTools, Finale, and beginning piano
keyboarding. Students will be introduced to the technology and
techniques used to create and record much of the music they
listen on a daily basis. This class is designed to establish and
reinforce the skills needed to work collaboratively in a projectbased environment.
Curriculum pending approval.
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Stage Makeup 1

Costuming 1

	
  

	
  

	
  
The objective of the course is to expose you to the various
aspects of theatrical makeup. You will learn about products,
tools and techniques of makeup application for the stage and
performances including basic highlight and shadow, character
make-up, old age makeup and simple injury and basic scars.
Second semester we will delve into facial and body prosthetics
and specialized 3-D makeup. This entails the process of creating
and using prosthetic sculpting, molding and casting techniques
to create advanced cosmetic effects. This would include creating
monsters horns, modified feature severe injuries This class will
not focus on beauty make-up or make-up for the camera
although these themes will be addressed periodically during the
course.
Curriculum pending approval.
This course uses an entry-level approach to basic sewing to
ensure foundational techniques while determining student skill
levels. Students examine clothing design in the areas of
preparation for clothing construction, basic clothing construction
techniques, fabric and textiles selection. They also examine the
fashion industry and career opportunities. Emphasis is placed on
students applying these construction and design skills to
apparel. Skills in art, communication, mathematics, science,
technology, and visual & performing arts are reinforced in this
course. Work-based learning strategies appropriate for this
course are field trips, industry related speakers and independent
project assignments. Skill development and leadership activities
provide the opportunity to apply instructional competencies to
authentic experiences.
Curriculum pending approval.
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9-12

Co-Requisite
option for VPA
Performance
track

None

9-12

Co-Requisite
option for VPA
Performance
track
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Introduction to
Stage
Construction
(Wood
Technology 1)

Costuming 2

Stage Makeup 2

	
  
	
  

	
  
Introduction to Stage Construction (Wood Technology 1) is part
of a sequence of courses in the cabinet-making and wood
products pathway. The purpose of this course is to provide
students with experiences in the elements of art and principles
of design using wood as the primary artistic vehicle. Topics to be
covered include industrial drawing, CNC, Engineering, design
and construction techniques. Students are provided with an indepth experience in visual and creative expression by designing
wood furnishings, sculptures and objects using various forms
and materials including diverse wood species, reclaimed
materials and techniques. Students study and analyze various
cultural and historical art forms and articulate comprehension
through the creation of personal and public art. Students create
original works of art demonstrating mastery in which reflect
feelings, beliefs and points of view.
Curriculum pending approval.
Fashion, Textiles and Apparel introduces students to the
concept of fashion and textile design as an art form that is
unique to the fashion industry. Cultural, familial and personal
aspects of fashion are integrated with key design elements of
line, color, textiles, fabrics and finishes. Students explore the
intersection of culture, personal preferences, and society and
their influences on personal choice and expression through
fashion. Through research, critique, two and three-dimensional
design and written assignments students will explore the
creative process in the design of fashion and textile designs.
Curriculum pending approval.
The objective of the course is to expose you to the various
aspects of theatrical makeup. You will learn about products,
tools and techniques of makeup application for the stage and
performances including basic highlight and shadow, character
make-up, old age makeup and simple injury and basic scars.
Second semester we will delve into facial and body prosthetics
and specialized 3-D makeup. This entails the process of creating
and using prosthetic sculpting, molding and casting techniques
to create advanced cosmetic effects. This would include creating
monsters horns, modified feature severe injuries This class will
not focus on beauty make-up or make-up for the camera
although these themes will be addressed periodically during the
course.
Curriculum pending approval.
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Introduction to
Performance
Technology

Intermediate
Stage
Construction
(Wood
Technology 2)

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
Introduction to Performance Technology is an introductory
course that exposes students to technology that enhances the
effectiveness of the Visual and Performing Arts. Students are
introduced to concepts and skills present in electronic
performance and entertainment industries. In addition, they are
exposed to techniques used in video game design, 2d and 3d
rendering, app development, motion capture, and animation.
This class is designed to establish and reinforce the skills
needed to work collaboratively in a project-based environment.
Curriculum pending approval.
Intermediate Stage Construction (Wood Technology 2) is the
second course in the cabinet-making and wood products
pathway (Building and Construction Trades). The purpose of this
course is to provide students with experiences in the elements of
art and principles of design using wood as the primary artistic
vehicle. Topics to be covered include industrial drawing, CNC,
Engineering, design and construction techniques. Students are
provided with an in-depth experience in visual and creative
expression by designing wood furnishings, sculptures and
objects using various forms and materials including diverse
wood species, reclaimed materials and techniques. Students
study and analyze various cultural and historical art forms and
articulate comprehension through the creation of personal and
public art. Students create original works of art demonstrating
mastery in which reflect feelings, beliefs and points of view.
Curriculum pending approval.
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Performance
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Wood
Technology 1
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VISUAL	
  ARTS	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Art 1: Introduction
to Visual Art

Art 2 and Advanced
Art

	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Introduction to Visual Art (Art 1) will cover a variety of ways to
make two-dimensional art, and how to convey a feeling or
idea to the viewer through art. The art materials we will use
are: pencil, charcoal, pastels, watercolor, and acrylic paint
and collage. We will learn about art from a variety of cultures
throughout the word for our inspiration. Homework
assignments will usually be small-scale art projects that can fit
in your sketchbook. We will work on larger artworks in-class,
and for our semester projects. The class time will be utilized in
three ways: Project introductions, studio time, and critiques (a
conversation to share your art and to receive advice about
improving your art). I will present examples of artwork for
each new project, and a critique will occur at the end of each
grading quarter. The goal for the fall semester is to gain a
proficiency in drawing from observation, and to develop your
individuality in composition and content selection. The goal for
spring semester is to explore various art mediums that
incorporate color and painting.
Advanced Visual Art (Art 2 or Art 3 for some) is focused on
learning to use two-dimensional (and some threedimensional) art methods as a means of personal expression.
Students will develop their own artwork while learning about
local and global artists. Advanced Art students will work
towards developing a portfolio of work that expresses a
unique creative vision. The class time will be utilized in three
ways: Project introductions, studio time, and
critique/presentation. Artwork examples will be presented for
each new project, and a critique will occur at the end of each
grading quarter. In Art 2 there will be more emphasis on:
-Learning about contemporary art, by seeing it and discussing
it in class and by visiting galleries and museums.
-Communicating an idea or feeling through your work, and
developing your own artistic voice -More freedom in what
materials you would like to work with
-Collaborative art projects
-Printmaking

Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

None

9-12
.

F

Elective

None

10-12

F

Elective
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Graphic Design I

Graphic Design II

Beginning
Ceramics

	
  

	
  
The Graphic Design curriculum combines art and technology.
Apple/iMac computers and professional computer graphics
software programs are used to create graphic design
elements for print and multimedia. Students learn to apply
new and traditional tools and techniques for drawing, painting,
photography and animation relevant to the development and
production of graphic images.
The Graphic Design curriculum combines art and technology.
Apple/iMac computers and professional computer graphics
software programs are used to create graphic design
elements for print and multimedia. Students learn to apply
new and traditional tools and techniques for drawing, painting,
photography and animation relevant to the development and
production of graphic images. This course offers an
exploration of the graphics field and an opportunity to direct
one's art ability into a career. It provides a broad overview of
graphic arts that includes components in design, illustration,
animation and computer skills. Students also become familiar
with techniques and terminology in typography, and
technology (including large format printing) specific to the
graphics industry. iMac platforms are used with Adobe
applications including Illustrator, InDesign and Photoshop.
Students are introduced to the range of career opportunities
in graphic design, through presentations by speakers and art
colleges: also participation in field trips and job shadowing
experiences. Students engage in project-based learning skills
and activities that are showcased in a portfolio used for entrylevel jobs, freelance and for college entrance.
Beginning Ceramics is an opportunity to build student skills as
an artist and a creative thinker. The first semester we will
focus on three hand-building processes, an introduction to
developing your own ideas, and various glazing techniques.
The first semester is designed to give all students a strong
foundation of hand-building techniques and generating
original ideas in the artwork. The second semester will be a
theme-directed exploration of sculpture, as well as, some
independent student-directed projects. Throughout the year
we will look at various artists and how they communicate their
ideas and work within the visual arts domain. Students will
learn and use technical ceramic terms and art vocabulary
when describing their own artwork and will participate in
group-critiques at the end of each major project.
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Elective
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9-12

F

None

11 or
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F

Elective

None

9-12

F

Elective

	
  
Advanced Ceramics

Digital Photo

Illustration

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
Advanced Ceramics is a more challenging curriculum that is
focused on the development of original student ideas in the
artwork and exploring new techniques. Advanced students
will create two theme-based or technique focused projects per
grading period. After the required projects are completed,
advanced students will work toward independent goals set at
the beginning of the school year. Students will be interviewed
during the first grading period to assess these goals in the
class and set up an action plan. The advanced course will
consist of group work, project research, new techniques and
group critique. We will have guest artists visit the class and at
least one field trip to a Bay Area museum or exhibit space.
Digital Photography provides students an introduction to basic
concepts of acquiring digital images through the use of Point
and Shoot and DSLR cameras as well as manipulating
images through the use of Adobe Photoshop software.
Students gain hands-on experience with Photoshop, learning
how to make selections, crop images, use paint, editing tools,
filters, layer styles, adjustments, and effects. Students
develop artwork through problem solving and craft. They
critique their artwork based on the elements of art and
principles of design. At the end of the course, students
acquire digital and printed work, creating a diverse and strong
portfolio ready for professional applications.
Illustration is a narrative visual art course offering students the
ability to visually communicate through narrative and literary
projects. Illustrators are natural hybrids in the realm of the
Fine Arts and the Commercial Arts. All of their creative
products complement the entertainment and literary world,
and at the same time, could be strongly represented on
gallery walls. Some of the Units covered are Comic Books &
Graphic Novels, Magazine Editorial Art, Book Covers,
Advertisement Posters, Scientific & Medical Illustrations,
Criminal Justice portraiture, and an introduction to animation.
Through the projects in these units, they develop strong
professional portfolios along with digital samples.
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WORLD	
  LANGUAGES	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Spanish 1

Spanish 2

Spanish 3

Spanish 3
(Honors)
EPH 2

EPH 3

	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

The major objective of this class is to improve the
understanding of the culture, speaking, reading, listening and
writing of Spanish using structures and content items in useful
communication and written patterns. Not intended for native
Spanish speakers, who should consider taking another World
Language, EPH or AP Spanish.
This builds on the foundations of Spanish one and continues
the communication, using the past tense. Not intended for
native Spanish speakers, who should consider taking another
World Language, EPH or AP Spanish
The major objective of this class is to improve the
understanding, speaking, reading, and writing of Spanish using
structures and content items already learnt in levels 1 and 2, in
useful communication and written patterns. This course also
adds advance grammar structures and readings. Not intended
for native Spanish speakers, who should consider taking
another World Language, EPH or AP Spanish
Same as Spanish 3, but the course includes vocabulary and
charla (oral personal choice topic) presentations. Not intended
for native Spanish speakers.
Español Para Hispanos 2 is for native Spanish speakers who
wish to expand their vocabulary through contemporary reading,
practice in basic grammar and composition and refinement of
reading and writing skills. The Latin culture is explored through
discussion, lectures, readings and films. The history and
geography of the Spanish-speaking world is examined as well
as literature, culturally-based writing, oral reading and music
appreciation.
Español Para Hispanos 3 continues to expand the vocabulary
of native Spanish speakers through contemporary reading,
practice in advanced grammar and composition and refinement
of reading and writing skills. The Latin culture is explored
through discussion, lectures, readings and films. The history
and geography of the Spanish-speaking world is examined as
well as literature, culturally-based writing, oral reading and
music appreciation.
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Prerequisite	
  

Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

None

9-12

E

General
Education

Passing grade in
Spanish 1 or
placement test.

9-12

E

General
Education

Passing grade in
Spanish 2 or
placement test.

9-12

E

General
Education

Passing grade in
Spanish 2 or
placement test.
Native Spanish
speaker

9-12

E

General
Education

9-11

E

General
Education

Native Spanish
speaker

9-12

E

General
Education

	
  
EPH 4

AP Spanish

French 1

French 2

French 3

	
  

	
  

	
  
Español Para Hispanos 4 continues to expand the vocabulary
of native Spanish speakers through contemporary reading,
practice in advanced grammar and composition and refinement
of reading and writing skills. The Latin culture is explored
through discussion, lectures, readings and films. The history
and geography of the Spanish-speaking world is also examined
as well as literature, culturally-based writing, oral reading and
music appreciation.
The Spanish Language AP course dictates an intensive and
extensive study in terms of content and variety. A concerted
effort is made to enhance and develop the individual student's
interest and skill in his/her study of Spanish grammar, literature,
culture and civilization.

French I is a beginning language course which enables
students to understand vocabulary, communicate, and read
and write in French. Students will practice French in simulated,
realistic situations. Students will have opportunities to perform
the communicative functions of socializing, exchanging
information, counting, expressing feelings and emotions and
persuading, while learning the language structures needed to
perform these skills.
French 2 is an intermediate course that enables students to use
the skills and expressions learned in French 1 and expand on
them by using the language in various situations and by
working in the past, present and future tenses. Students
experience cultural similarities and differences through roleplay, video, film analysis and song.
Students improve their French proficiency as well as learn
vocabulary and structures needed to be creative with the
language in French 3. Students increase their knowledge and
appreciation of French culture. Students participate in class
discussions about literature, art, poetry and French History as
well as the influence of France in the world.

Students are
encourage to
take the AP
Spanish
Language and
Culture Test.

E
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French 3
(Honors)

AP French
Language and
Culture

Mandarin 1

Mandarin 2

Mandarin 3

	
  

	
  
The French 3 Honors course is a continuation of Level 2
emphasizing the mastery of more complex communication
skills in the target language. Speaking, reading, writing and
listening skills are taught a higher level of difficulty in order to
enable the students to communicate more precisely and
effectively in the target language. Students learn to speak and
write in the appropriate mode for a variety of situations.
Students become more aware of the cultural differences and
similarities through reading selections, realia and authentic
printed material.
The French Language and Culture AP course dictates an
intensive and extensive study in terms of content and variety. A
concerted effort is made to enhance and develop the individual
student's interest and skill in his/her study of French grammar,
literature, culture and civilization. Taught entirely in French, this
course prepares students to take the AP French Language and
Culture exam in the Spring.
A foundational course designed for students who have no or
very little knowledge in Chinese to develop basic Chinese
language skills. Students will learn Hanyu pinyin (Romanization
phonetic system for reading and writing Chinese) as well as
Chinese culture through various topics. Students will develop
language skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing
concurrently, including basic grammar and sentence patterns,
with emphasis on oral communication
This is a continuation course where students will further
develop their Chinese language skills and broaden their
knowledge in Chinese culture learned in Mandarin 1. Students
will further develop their listening, speaking, reading, and
writing skills in Chinese and expand their knowledge in various
aspects of the Chinese culture. Students will also learn to apply
their language skills in various real-life situations.
This is a continuation course where students will further
develop their Chinese language skills and broaden their
knowledge in Chinese culture learned in Mandarin 2. Students
will further develop their listening, speaking, reading, and
writing skills. Content reading and basic creative writing are
important components of this course. Students will learn to
utilize their language skills in various real-life situations.
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Pending
General
Education

Passing grade in
French 3/French
3 Honors. A
grade of B or
better in French
3/Honors is
highly
recommended.
None

10-12

E

General
Education

9-12

E

General
Education

Successful
completion of
Mandarin 1 with
passing grade or
recommendation
of the instructor
or placement
test.
Successful
completion of
Mandarin 2 with
passing grade or
recommendation
of the instructor
or placement
test.

9-12

E

General
Education

E

General
Education

9-12

The course is
taught mostly in
MandarinChinese.

	
  
Mandarin 3
(Honors)

AP Chinese
Language &
Culture

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
A continuation course designed for students who have
successfully completed and passed both Chinese I and
Chinese II courses and wish to take an academic challenge.
Through this course, students will continue to expand their
language skills, further develop their vocabulary capacity, and
deepen their understanding of word formation, grammar, and
sentence structure of the Chinese language. Students are
expected to learn and study with academic rigor in order to
further advance their ability to control the language and build
proficiency in using the Chinese language in a variety of reallife situations. The course is taught mostly in MandarinChinese. Various cultural topics will also be further presented.
This course is equivalent to the second year (or fourth
semester) Chinese course at the college/university level.
Students who sign up for this course are expected to learn and
study with academic rigor. It is a full-year course taught almost
exclusively in Mandarin-Chinese and is designed to prepare
and provide students opportunity to further develop their
proficiency in the Chinese language in the Intermediate-high to
Pre-advanced levels. Students will broaden their knowledge in
both contemporary and historical Chinese culture. The course
also prepares students for College Board AP exam.

Successful
completion of
Mandarin 2 with
grade C or
above or
recommendation
of the instructor
or placement
test.

10-12
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SUPPORT	
  CLASSES	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

ELD 5

Reading
Strategies
Latino, Men,
and Boys
AfricanAmerican Male
Achievement

APEX Credit
Recovery
Social Living
Advancement
Via Individual
Determination
(AVID) Program
/Atlas
Achievement

	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

ELD 5 is a one-year course for English language learners.
Students will develop a full range of listening, speaking, reading,
and writing skills. This is the last in a sequence of courses
designed to move students who are new to English at the time of
initial enrollment into regular English language arts instruction
within a three-year period. Successful completion of the course
requirements will enable the student to move on to core English.
Provides scaffolding and various strategies to improve reading
comprehension and overall academic performance.
The Latino Men and Boys Program provides comprehensive
educational and academic support, mentorship, health and
wellness programs, career development, and culturally based
activities for young male students.
Mastering Our Identity: African American Male Image draws on
contemporary youth culture to support students as they explore
their identity options, learn how to manage their emotions,
channel personal will, develop a positive sense of purpose in
their roles in family and community. Understanding of family and
community roles is expanded further as students become
familiar with the Education, Child Development and Family
Services industry and the college/career preparation necessary
to have their new definitions of identity inform a career within the
Family and Human Services Pathway.
A non-credit class with credits earned through online courses
(only after "D," "F," or otherwise received in certain courses).
A senior elective course that discusses and analyzes current
events and how it affects our society, specifically the Bay Area
community.
This course is designed to help transition students to the
academic expectations of a high school curriculum and to better
prepare them for college and beyond. Atlas Achieve teachers
will use AVID School wide Secondary Writing, Inquiry,
Collaboration, Organization, Reading Strategies (WICOR). Visit
avid.org for more information. AVID’s mission is to close the
achievement gap by preparing all students for college readiness
and success in a global.
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Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  
9-12

Apply with
Arturo
Aguayo

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

B

Elective

9

None

Elective

9-12

None

Elective

9-12

None

Elective

Elective

12

Depends on
course taken
None

9

None

Elective

11, 12

Elective
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IWE	
  |	
  FLEX	
  |	
  PEER	
  TUTORING	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

IWE

Instructional Work Experience. Students will be expected to
conduct themself professionally and complete all projects/tasks
the teacher or office has assigned.

Flex Schedule

To qualify for Flex students have to have passed two years of
PE, passed two years of SAME world language, have a 3.0 GPA
or higher and be on track to graduate. A student must not be on
campus during their Flex period(s) and may not have more than
two Flex periods in the schedule.

Peer Tutor

Students will be expected to help students as a tutor. Students
will be expected to conduct themself professionally and
complete all projects/tasks the teacher or office has assigned.

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  
On track to
graduate,
GPA of a 3.0
or higher
On track to
graduate,
GPA of a 3.0
or higher

11-12

On track to
graduate,
GPA of a 3.0
or higher

11-12

12

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

Flex period(s)
can only be at
the beginning or
end of the
school day,
students may
not have Flex
periods between
classes.

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

None

Elective

None

Elective

None

Elective
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DUAL	
  ENROLLMENT	
  
Course	
  Title	
  

Course	
  Description	
  

Earth Systems:
Sustainability,
Ecology and
Environmental
Justice for
Technicians
and Engineers

Introduction to earth’s ecological systems: The built environment
and principles of sustainability with a focus on ecology, systems
theory, the application of technology, and environmental justice.
Investigation of green collar jobs in construction, renewable
energy, and building performance fields. Designed for students
of Architecture and Engineering Technology, Carpentry,
Construction Management, Electricity/Electronics Technology,
Engineering, and Environmental Control Technology.
Physical, intellectual, and emotional growth of children from
conception to puberty: Factors of heredity and environment as
determinants of this development.

None

10-12

Course Number:
ENGIN 100;
Units: 3; Class:
3 hours lecture.
For more
information see
Dale Fiess.

PENDING

Elective

None

10-12

CSU, UC
credit

Elective

Introduction to
Ethnic Studies

Survey of the American experience of ethnic and racial relations:
Exploration of American history and contemporary issues facing
minority groups in the United States Emphasis on Native,
African American, and Asian American cultural experiences.

None

10-12

CSU, UC
credit

Elective

Introduction to
Sustainable
Environmental
Systems

Interdisciplinary study of the impact of human civilization on the
earth’s major ecological systems: Issues examined in historic,
contemporary, and future settings, including both Western and
non-Western contexts; material presented from a theoretical
point of view, with a focus on core concepts and methods
related to ecology, sustainability, human population, natural
resources, wastes and pollution; reflection of how human
economic, political, and ethical behaviors are inextricably
interwoven with the environment; and presentation of
environmental career options.

None

10-12

Course Number:
PSYCH 7A;
Units: 3; Class:
3 hours lecture
(GR). For more
information see
Rebecca Huang
Course Number:
ETHST 1; Units:
3; Class: 3
hours lecture
(GR). For more
information see
Tony
Douangviseth
Course Number:
ENVMT 2; Units:
3; Class: 3
hours lecture
(GR OR P/NP).
For more
information see
Dale Fiess.

CSU credit

Elective

Psychology of
Childhood, 7A
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Prerequisite	
   Grade	
  
Level	
  

Additional	
  
Course	
  
Information	
  

A-‐G	
  College	
  
Requirement	
  

Type	
  of	
  
Class	
  

	
  
Exploring
Health Issues

	
  
Examination of current problems related to individual and
community health: Sexual behavior, birth control, sexuallytransmitted diseases, drugs, consumerism, environment,
psychosomatic health, nutrition, physical fitness, and preventive
medicine.

None

10-12

Course Number:
HLTED 1; Units:
3; Class: 3
hours lecture
(GR OR P/NP).
For more
information see
Rebecca Huang.
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CSU, UC
Elective
credit
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